San Jose State University Professors Tsao & Wei Complete a Study on Feasibility of One-Lane Two-Way BRT/Light-Rail Systems and Their Expansion to Two-Lane Systems Requiring Least Right-of-Way

Study proposes various designs to maximize ability to deploy bus and rail transit systems by minimizing space requirements.

San Jose, Calif., August 24, 2009 – The Mineta Transportation Institute has published a research report on bus rapid transit (BRT) and light–rail implemented on dedicated space. San Jose State University engineering professors Drs. H-S Jacob Tsao and Wenbin Wei, with graduate student Agus Pratama, co-authored the report, *Feasibility of One-Dedicated-Lane Bus Rapid Transit/Light-Rail Systems and Their Expansion to Two-Dedicated-Lane Systems: A Focus on Geometric Configuration and Performance Planning*. It is especially valuable for transportation or transit planners, or for anyone planning transit-oriented developments.

The authors propose a BRT or light-rail system that effectively requires only one dedicated but reversible lane throughout the system to support two-way traffic in the median of a busy commute corridor with regular provision of left-turn lanes. Key to the design is the observation that the median space between the two left-turn lanes on two opposite ends of a roadway section is currently unused or underused for traffic purposes. But it could be used, together with one dedicated (but slanted) lane, for bus or train crossing. (In selected sections, the left-turn lanes can be sacrificed and the vacated spaces can accommodate passenger platforms, resulting in a system requiring dedication of virtually only one lane.)

Based on similar ideas, the authors next address how to implement a two-dedicated-lane BRT or light-rail system with minimum right-of-way width. In such systems, the currently unused median space can be used to accommodate a passenger platform. Then they propose ways to expand a one-dedicated-lane system to two dedicated lanes.

The report includes several conceptual design options and many geometric-configuration sketches for the bus stop and crossing space of a one-dedicated-lane system, and it discusses system performance in terms of travel speed, headway of operations, distance between two neighboring crossing spaces, and the number of crossing spaces. To ensure practicality, the authors study how to implement such a system on an existing corridor. This type of system is also useful as an intermediate step toward a two-dedicated-lane system because of its potential for facilitating transit-oriented development.
The one-dedicated-lane portion of this report was published in *Transportation Planning and Technology*. A follow-on project is funded by Caltrans through California Partners for Advanced Transit and Highways (PATH) of UC Berkeley to develop operating rules and signaling plans for optimized performance of one-dedicated-lane BRT and light-rail systems.
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